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LOCK OUT/TAG OUT
LOCK OUT/TAG OUT

37
Understanding the exposures of hazardous energy and implementing 

a program to control the hazard is important for the safety of 

employees who install, operate, maintain or remove equipment that 

may store or release this energy. Hazardous energy comes in various 

forms, including electrical, mechanical, pneumatic, hydraulic, thermal 

and chemical. Even gravity can be considered a form of hazardous 

energy. 
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Public works departments regularly work with 

equipment that should be included in an energy 

control program. Coiled springs and counter weights, 

pressurized fluids, steam from radiators and supports 

for dump boxes are just a few examples of energy that 

must be neutralized and controlled for safety with lock 

out/tag out procedures during service and repairs.

Lock out/tag out procedures must also be used any 

time an employee bypasses or removes a safety guard 

or places any part of his or her body near dangerous 

points of operation on the equipment. 

Cord and plug equipment can be excluded from 

this program when all hazards from energy release 

can be controlled by unplugging the equipment 

and the plug is under the control of the employee 

performing service.

When lock out/tag out procedures are required, a 

written program must be created and used to:

Identify hazardous energy sources for all 
equipment and processes that could pose a danger 
to an employee.

Identify employees authorized to work on the 
equipment included in this program. 

Detail procedures to lock out and fully neutralize 
those energy sources before any work can start.

Define tag out procedures to identify each 
individual working on the equipment and to ensure 
he or she is in control of the locked out energy.

Coordinate training for all authorized employees 
who directly work with the equipment and affected 
employees who also work in the area. 

Provide direction when outside contractors or 
groups of individuals work on equipment.

When detailing the lock out/tag out procedures, a 

series of steps should be outlined for authorized 

employees to follow when working on equipment 

included in the program. The Occupational Safety and 

Health Administration (OSHA) considers these steps to 

be as follows:

1. Before starting service, all affected employees
working in the area need to be notified that work
is about to commence.

2. The employee(s) authorized to work on the
equipment must be familiar with and use

the procedures for lock out/tag out for that 
equipment.

3. Equipment is shut down by the normal stopping
procedure (button, switch, valve, etc.).

4. Equipment is isolated by deactivating the energy-
isolating device(s) (circuit breaker, disconnect
switch or other device that mechanically prevents
the transmission or release of energy).

5. The deactivated energy-isolating device(s) is then
locked out with assigned, individual lock(s). If
lock out is physically impossible, another method
must be used that is as effective as locking out.

6. The locked out device(s) is tagged with individual
identification.

7. Once locked out and tagged out, stored energy
must be released or dissipated (hydraulic
systems, air, gas, water pressure, wound coils,
etc.).

8. Isolation of equipment is verified by attempting
to restart the equipment with normal starting
procedure.

9. Service can then be done on equipment.

10. When service is complete, an inspection must be
made to assure that all nonessential items are
removed and equipment is ready to be restarted.

11. A survey of the area must be done to assure that
all employees are safely positioned or removed
from work area.

12. Verify that all starting components are in a stop
or neutral position.

13. Tags and locks are then removed by the same
authorized individual that placed them.

14. Affected employees are notified that service is
completed and restart will commence.

15. Restart equipment by normal starting procedure.

An example of lock out/tag out procedures for a 

tandem truck is provided at the end of this chapter.

The written lock out/tag out program must be 

reviewed on an annual basis and updated when new 

equipment is added or when a change is made to 

procedures. 

Further safety rules and regulations regarding lock 
out/tag out can be found primarily in OSHA Standard 
29 CFR1910.147, The Control of Hazardous Energy.
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LOCK OUT/TAG OUT CHECKUP

ITEM YES NO ACTION ITEM

Is a written lock out/tag out program in place and periodically reviewed at 
least annually? 

Are periodic reviews certified with the date of inspection and signature of 
authorized inspector?

Are both authorized and affected employees trained and familiar with the 
elements of hazardous energy control?

Is all machinery or equipment capable of movement or storing hazardous 
energy required to be de-energized or disengaged and blocked or locked 
out during cleaning, servicing, adjusting or setting up operations?

Are the power disconnects, not the startup mechanism, for equipment 
identified, and is a means provided to ensure that the control circuit can 
also be disconnected and locked out?

Are all equipment control valve handles provided with a means for locking 
out?

Does each lock out procedure require that all stored energy (mechanical, 
hydraulic, air, etc.) be released or blocked before equipment is locked out 
for repairs?

Are sufficient lock out devices available for any foreseeable repairs of 
equipment included in the lock out/tag out program?

Are appropriate authorized employees provided with individually keyed 
personal safety locks?

Are authorized employees required to keep personal control of their keys 
while they have safety locks in use?

Is it required that only the authorized employees exposed to the hazard can 
place or remove the safety lock?

Is there a means provided to identify authorized employees who are working 
on locked-out equipment by their locks or accompanying tags?

Are identifying tag out devices self-locking, nonreleasable and durable?

Are affected employees notified when lock out/tag out activities take place?

Is it required that authorized employees check the safety of the lock out by 
attempting a startup after making sure no one is exposed?

Are authorized employees instructed always to activate the equipment stop 
mechanism prior to re-energizing the main power switch?

If equipment or lines cannot be shut down, locked out and tagged, is a safe 
job procedure established and rigidly followed?
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SAMPLE WRITTEN LOCK OUT/TAG OUT PROCEDURE FOR A TANDEM TRUCK

1. Notify all affected employees that a lock out/tag out is going into effect and the reason for it. Equipment
operator and any other employees in area.

2. Shutdown procedure: Pull engine stop and turn ignition key to “off.”

3. Isolation of energy sources:

TYPE/MAGNITUDE ISOLATING DEVICE LOCATION PROCEDURE

Mechanical (start 
up)

Ignition key Cab Remove key, place in lock box and apply personal lock/
tag to lock box. Place “out of service” tag on driver 
door.

4. Blocking of Potential Mechanical Energy:

HAZARD EQUIPMENT NEEDED PLACEMENT

Roll away None Set parking brake.

Truck hoist/attachments Lower to floor.

If truck hoist must be raised for maintenance, hydraulic 
locking valves must be engaged and hoist supported 
by jack stands, cribbing or blocking sleeves.

5. Release of Stored Energy: List any devices (capacitors, springs, hydraulic/pneumatic cylinders, pressurized
piping) that contain stored energy and the process to safely release or contain this energy.

ENERGY BLEED DOWN POINT PROCEDURE

Electrical Positive battery terminal If working on electrical system, remove the positive 
terminal and place in plug cup and apply personal 
lock and tag.

Only in cases of alternator, starter or engine repair.

Hydraulic Bleed valves Bleed hydraulic lines before disconnecting.

6. Verify isolation or “test” start to ensure that equipment will not start. Make sure area is cleared of all
employees before this step. Ensure that all controls have been returned to “off” or “neutral” position after
completion of this test.

CONTROLS TO TRY PROCEDURE TO VERIFY ISOLATION

Lever controls Equipment will not move position.

7. Commence repair/maintenance/service work.

8. Release from lock out/tag out procedures: Before lock out/tag out devices are removed and energy restored,
do the following:

a) Notify all personnel in the start-up area.

b) Clear all tools and repair equipment.

c) Verify that all controls are in the neutral or “off” position.

d) Remove locking device(s).

e) Notify operating personnel that equipment is ready for operation.
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